
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

International Coverage  



The Colombo Art Biennale (CAB), the largest and most significant 

contemporary art manifestation in Sri Lanka, launched its 3rd edition of CAB 

on the 31st of Jan 2014 with ‘Making History’. 

 

The 10 day festival with a full programme, hosted 31 Sri Lankan artists and 

24 international artists over 7 locations in Colombo supported by numerous 

independent fringe events. In addition to the exhibitions, the CAB engaged 

in a varied and well attended programme that included Conversation Series’, 

Live Art, curated tours, presentations, screenings, workshops and social 

events. 

 

CAB hosted over 3500 visitors including press from all around the world and 

attracted representatives from professional international art organisations 

as well as representatives from the local Government, diplomatic missions, 

cultural institutions, senior business leaders, curators, collectors and 

gallerists.  

 

In 2014, CAB set itself very ambitious targets in terms of the quality and 

range of art and art events presented, audience numbers attending and the 

development of excellent funders and sponsors. The fact that it exceeded all 

these targets was due to that fact that the organisation was built on a strong 

directorial and management team supported by a committed Steering 

Group who will work with our existing and new partners to develop the 

Biennale for 2016 
 

 

 

 

 

 



ARTICLE  01:  http://www.frieze.com/shows/review/colombo-art-biennale-2014/  

Colombo Art Biennale 2014 

VARIOUS LOCATIONS, COLOMBO, SRI LANKA 

 

Anoli Perera, Memory Keeper: Red Cupboard, 2014, Video, monitor, cupboard, fabric, ceramic cups, 183 cm x 140 cm x 76 

http://www.frieze.com/shows/review/colombo-art-biennale-2014/
http://www.frieze.com/shows/category/colombo-sri-lanka/


On the balmy afternoon of 30 January, the Colombo Art Biennale (CAB) opened to a packed hall at the 

Lakshman Kadigamar Institute in central Colombo, the capital city of Sri Lanka. In its third edition, the 

biennale took forward an ongoing engagement with contemporary reality through ‘Making History’; it was 

a logical step from previous iterations ‘Becoming’(2012), and ‘Imagining Peace’(2009). 

Spread across seven venues, it brought together 52 artists from 16 countries. Founder and Director 

Annoushka Hempel helmed a vibrant curatorial team comprising Neil Butler, Amit Jain, Ruhanie Perera 

and Chandraguptha Thenuwara. The biennale focused on the relationship between power, historical 

narratives and the individual. 

Tucked away on the a rear wall of the main venue, the JDA Perera Gallery, hung digital prints of stories 

derived from oral narrations, letters and tree-of-life maps that record the trauma experienced by ten 

different women during the 30-year-long Sri Lankan civil war. Curated by Radhika Hettiarachchi, 

‘Herstories Project’ archives the memories of mothers, offering a unique perspective on local 

communities. The texts and visuals not only record personal histories but bridge the gap between archive 

and artwork, while highlighting the vital role of feminine memory within a nation’s official history. 

 

Anthony Haughey, Class of ‘73, 2006, Found photograph, 120 cm x 70 cm 

War and loss are not, of course, unique to Sri Lanka. The Irish artist Anthony Haughey’s works Disputed 

Territory (2006),Class of ’73 (2006) and the H Block Archive (2014), include photographs, videos and 

texts in an attempt to recover lost histories – be it those of refugees who poured out of Yugoslavia into 

Macedonia in 1999; or Albanian children killed by ‘ethnic cleansing’ projects in Kosovo; or the Irish 

resistance of 1990s. Painstakingly tracking, recording and conserving photographs and footage of those 



wiped from the face of history, Haughey reinvigorates contemporary art’s responsibility towards 

preserving alternative and endangered narratives. It’s a task that Qatar’s Khalifa Al-Obaidly performed 

gracefully with Tagged (2009): nine stark photographic portraits of anonymous migrant workers in Doha. 

ISBN codes painted on otherwise contented faces are unavoidable reminders of the objectification of 

individuals whom the world turns a blind eye to, and of the curatorial concern for ‘futures (that) cannot be 

imagined without the people who inhabit it’ – as the curators’ statement clearly stated. Resonantly, the 

‘subject’ smoothly disappears via the mechanism of international capital in Nepal’s Sunil 

Sigdel’sSpine (2014). Hundreds of gloves sourced from migrant workers are strung together like beads on 

a string, or vertebrae, in a chilling visual metaphor for their unsung contribution towards many a 

developed nation. 

By contrast, the individual subject’s glorified role in history-making is dismantled by Sri Lankan Layla 

Gonaduwa’sSilverfish (2014), in which she reconfigures a particular chapter of an ancient, epic Sinhala 

poem. Arriving at clashing narratives by inter-changing the letters of the words in the chapter, she plays 

around brilliantly with the idea of ‘Making History’ in a very literal sense. The absurdity of the piece 

colludes with the Scottish artists Jo Hodges’ and Robbie Coleman’s interactive one-off 

performance Witness: Remember: Forget (2014) that hurried viewers through a mock-official scenario of 

looking at and noting down personal impressions of stock images culled from the internet, photographs of 

the streets of Colombo and even the artists’ own childhood. Kafkaesque in its absurdity – the viewers were 

guided under tight ‘official’ guidance/scrutiny – the piece interrogates the proiritization of individual, 

subjective memory over the collective’s. Its only official documentation was the viewer/participant’s 

notes, that were subsequently given away to street vendors! Veteran Sri Lankan artist Jagath 

Weerasinghe’s cabinet of personal belongings – clothes, books (including James Joyce’s Dubliners from 

1914, and Sinhala titles) and wax blocks bearing shaving paraphernalia in what looked like cryogenic 

freezes, was a minutely detailed documentation of subjective history. Aptly called Bad 

Archaeology (2014), Weerasinghe, who is also a renowned archaeologist, concedes to ‘the impossibility of 

archaeology to be a science as such but an ideological practice’ and problematizes the idea of objective 

history. The ‘Homelands’ show at the Lionel Wendt gallery, which included work from the British Council 

collection, highlighted similar concerns, especially through Susan Hiller’s The Last Silent Movie (2007) 

that brought together sound recordings of 25 extinct or endangered languages. 



 

Mahbubur Rahman, Replacement, 2014, Leather from used army boots, fabric, military uniform, accessories and metal, 

Dimensions variable 

The renovated warehouse, Park Street Mews, hosted Indian artist T.V. Santhosh’s Effigies of Turbulent 

Yesterdays (2011–13). Obvious in its questioning of ideologies that support state-sponsored monuments 

and the discourse of masculine power, the work unfurls through a fibreglass sculpture – a decapitated 

hero spurts blood from the neck astride a strapping horse. LED timers spread across the horse blink 

random timings and lend the piece an eerie air of inevitable doom. Similar concerns inspired Sri Lankan 

Pala Pothupitiya’s History Maker (2014): a massive, classical male figure sculpted from metal sheets with 

a knife-encrusted face that embodies colonial history in South Asia. Colonial history and its ongoing, 

disabling legacy in the region was explored further by Bangladeshi artist Mahbubur Rahman’s sculptural 

installation Replacement (2014), which comprises life-sized representations of bridesmaids in postures of 

unnerving subservience to two central figures – royal uniforms in military regalia on stilts. The figures 

were fashioned from army boot leather and elegant gowns tailored from army fatigues with exquisitely 

embroidered symbols of British royalty; the crowned effigies were those of King George V and his Queen 

on their visit to the Delhi Durbar in 1911. All of this was a reflection of the collusion of a dependent and 

therefore feminized (as opposed to a masculine and independent), domesticated military and the state in 

his homeland as well as Europe and America’s continuing cultural hegemony in South Asia, which has 

replaced direct colonial rule. 

Italian Pietro Rufo’s Not in My Backyard (2008) – via laser cut pages of treaties between USA and the 

States of South America (between 1947 and 2002), which came together to form a shimmering American 

flag – highlights how power controls the interpretation of texts. A strong but silent resistance charges 

Pradeep Chandrasiri’s installation Things I Told, Things Not Heard and Things I Tell Now (2014) that 



explores the inevitability of compromise in political dialogue. A scar tarnishes the close-up of a scrubby 

head in a massive photographic print that acts as a backdrop to two ornate chairs facing across a table – 

all half-buried in a pile of burnt charcoal. 

Upstairs was Sri Lankan artist Anoli Perera’s Memory Keeper: Red Cupboard (2014)  – a video loop of 

women’s hands, performing genteel feminine tasks behind a screen made from typical Sri Lankan 

lacework. Underneath, china cups spill out alongside fabric balls in a tumultuous wave; it’s an exciting 

attempt to pull remembrance into a material, feminine realm. 

At the Post Graduate Institute of Archaeology, Gihan Karunaratne’s CAD drawings (Kettling, 2012) stood 

out in their imaginative audacity. Mapping out the best strategy for corralling protestors around St. Paul’s 

Cathedral, Trafalgar Square and Bank of England area, the works were based on extensive discussions 

with senior police officials in London. It’s a fantastic, if uncomfortable eye-opener on how the function of 

an artist can be deployed to act against society. By contrast, Janananda Laksiri’s multilayered Tight Rope 

Walk (2012) – a video loop of the artist trying to walk across a mesh of electric wires midair – was a 

fecund take on la condition humaine. 

 

Tristan Al-Haddad, Womb/Tomb, 2014, Extended clay brick structure, 800 cm x 400 cm x 400 cm 

Sri Lankan and international artists, art writers, curators and scholars talked up a storm at CAB 14’s 

‘Conversations’ programme while renowned performance artists took over the streets and galleries of 

Colombo. Eugene Draw improvised on a violin in response to Tristan Al-Haddad’s site 

specific Womb/Tomb (2014), and Eva Priyanka Wegener and Thomas Pritchard pranced around artworks 

to embody their spirit. Adrian Schvarzstein and his troupe attacked the streets with locally made brooms, 



while on a more political note, veteran Sri Lankan performance artists Bandu Manamperi, Jake Oorloff 

and Kumari Kumaragamage explored power, violence and gender from unfamiliar perspectives. 

As the Biennale drew to an end, LED lights flickered faintly in Koralegedara Pushpakumara’s Illuminated 

Barbwire (2014) inside lengths of transparent tubing – subtly questioning his nation’s efforts to gloss 

over the wounds of civil war. Danushka Marasinghe’s four-minute long HD video loop (Concealing 

Marks, 2012) ran close-ups of booted feet walking across sand and the rhythmic, painstaking process with 

which every footprint is wiped out by a locally-made broom. Meditative yet piercing in its critique of 

official narratives, the work encapsulates the CAB 14’s resistant ethos. Although it’s one of the youngest 

biennales right now, and obviously strapped for resources, CAB has the potential to grow into a unique 

and authentic voice that explores and contextualizes the South Asian experience within an international 

art context. 

Kurchi Dasgupta 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ARTICLE 02 - LINK  http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/01/31/colombo-art-biennale_n_4696039.html 

10 Reasons Art Lovers Need To Visit Sri 

Lanka Right Now 

When you think about global art capitals, a few usual suspects probably jump to mind. New 

York, Paris, Berlin, Hong Kong -- it's true, these regions offer more than their fair share of 

cultural riches. But these days we're navigating the lesser-known spaces where the art floweth 

freely. The first of such cultural treasure troves is none other than Sri Lanka. 

 

The Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka, an island country often culturally defined by 

Buddhism, Kandyan dance and, of course, M.I.A., is also a hotbed of contemporary artistic 

activity. As evidence, we humbly present the 2014 Colombo Art Biennale, an international 

festival of contemporary art now in its third edition. This year's festival revolves around the 

theme of "Making History," as international artists examine contemporary aesthetics from a past, 

present and future point of view.  

"History is inescapable," explained Anoli Perera on the festival website. "As human beings, our 

bodies are inscribed with connotations that in many ways defy temporality, and in our modernity, 

refers to parallel representations of cultures, events, moments and emotions. Our bodies are 

historically marked, while emotionally ‗present‘ with a desire to invent the future. Do we make 

history or does history makes us what we are today?" 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/01/31/colombo-art-biennale_n_4696039.html
http://colomboartbiennale.com/colombo-art-biennale-2012/#more-46
http://colomboartbiennale.com/colombo-art-biennale-2012/#more-46


The following artists are contributing to the still evolving contemporary art landscape in the 

island country. Behold, 10 beautiful reasons art lovers should head to Sri Lanka right now.  

1. T.V. Santhosh 

 

Effigies of Turbulent Yesterdays 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Jo Hodges  

Biosphere Drinking Fountain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Thor McIntyre-Burnie 

 

Ayr Many Wide 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Pietro Ruffo Revolution  

 

Globe III 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. Chinthaka Thenuwara 

 

Kaleidoscope Photo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Reginald S. Aloysius 

38e,9W255 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. Bandu Manamperi 

 

Golden Barrel Man 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Andrew Jay Weir & Christto Sanz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Untitled 



9. Anoli Perera 

 

Memory Keeper- The Blue Cupboard  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Poornima Jayasinghe 

Towards A Bright Future (Suba Anagathayak) 

Colombo Art Biennale runs from January 31 to 

February 9, 2014. 

Correction: An earlier edition of this article 

misidentified Bandu Manamperi as Moe Satt. We 

regret the error. 
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ARTICLE 04 - LINK http://artasiapacific.com/Blog/MakingHistoryColomboArtBIennale 

 

Feb 07 2014 

Making History: Colombo Art Biennale 

by Kurchi Dasgupta 

The third edition of the Colombo Art Biennale (CAB 14), ―Making History,‖ opened on the 

balmy afternoon of January 30. Spread across seven venues, filled with thought-provoking 

sculptures, photographs, texts, installations, drawings, videos, performances and paintings, the 

works of 59 artists from 16 countries explore art‘s relation to history. War, power, gender and 

violence are recurring themes that weave the exhibits together—not surprising given the host 

country‘s recent war-torn history. In a way, this biennale seems a conclusive remark to its 

previous iterations, including the 2009 ― Imagining Peace‖ and 2012 ―Becoming.‖ ―Making 

History‖ can be praised for its well thought-out curatorial strategy. It takes you across the scenic 

city of Colombo into the classical architecture of colonial buildings and reinvigorated 

warehouses in one breath. Exciting artworks abound, frequently breaking into performance and 

sidewalk improvisations. 

All photos by Kurchi Dasgupta for ArtAsiaPacific. 

 

http://artasiapacific.com/Blog/MakingHistoryColomboArtBIennale
http://artasiapacific.com/image_columns/0009/1872/replacement_mahbubur_rahman.jpg


Dhaka-based Mahbubur Rahman‘s Replacement (2014) is an overwhelming presence on the 

floor of JDA Perera Gallery, the biennale‘s main venue, which sits in the heart of Colombo. Life-

sized bridesmaids crafted out of army-boot leather wear exquisitely embroidered dresses 

fashioned from army fatigues and surround two royal uniforms on stilts that spew glistening red 

tentacles. Presumably meant to resemble King George V and his Queen, the work is a 

commentary on cultural colonialism‘s continued grip South Asian reality. 

 

TV Santhosh‘s Effgies of Turbulent Yesterdays (2011–13) dominates the Park Street Mews. The 

work is a critique of monuments that valorize state heroes and violence. Random LED lights 

immerse viewers in a feeling of impending of doom. 

 

Qatar‘s Khalifa al-Obaidly explores the dehumanization of  migrant workers across the globe 

with his series ―Tagged‖ (2009) in which nine individuals (out of Qatar‘s 1.2 million laborers) 

have their forheads stamped with ink barcodes. 

http://artasiapacific.com/image_columns/0009/1847/t.v._santosh_-_park_street_mews.jpg
http://artasiapacific.com/image_columns/0009/1851/khalifa_al-obaidly_psm.jpg


 

Migration is also the theme of Nepal’s Sunil Sigdel’s Spine (2014) , a mixed-media installation involving 

used construction workers’ gloves—a paean to those whose toil sustains economies. 

 

Pala Potupithiye’s massive metal sculpture History Maker (2014) rises 

257 centimeters high. With knives covering the shadowy figure‘s  eyes, 

and the national song inscribed on Sri Lanka’s map peeping from 

between its thighs, the work insidiously punctures the masculine project 

of national history-making. 

http://artasiapacific.com/image_columns/0009/1864/history_maker_pala.jpg
http://artasiapacific.com/image_columns/0009/1857/sunil_sigdel_psm.jpg


 

Jo Hodges and Robbie Coleman of Scotland put together a participatory, one-off performance 

Witness:Remember:Forget (2014) asking random participants  to write down their responses to a 

given scenario. Later displayed, the resulting texts became the event‘s only 

documentation highlighting the precarious nature of memory, imagination and loss and de-

glorifying the process by which official history is created. 

 

 

From Sri Lanka, Radhika Hettiarachchi and Shanika Perera teamed up to bring ―Herstory 

Archives‖ to the biennale. Part of a larger archival effort, the projectrecords the traumas 

experienced by ten different women during nearly 30 years of civil war in Sri Lanka thereby 

giving viewers a peek into life in wartime. 

http://artasiapacific.com/image_columns/0009/1881/witness-remember-forget.jpg
http://artasiapacific.com/image_columns/0009/1891/herstories_project.jpg


 

Tristan al-Haddad‘s Womb/Tomb (2014) is an architectural piece that both represents and 

recognizes an interplay of resonances. The use of local terracotta bricks reinforces the material‘s 

aesthetic relevance.    

 

Italy‘s Pietro Ruffo brings us his version of the American flag with his trademark paper cutouts 

cut from various treaty documents between the US and South America. Not in My Backyard 

(2008) interrogates how power controls the interpretation of texts. 

 

 

http://artasiapacific.com/image_columns/0009/1902/tristan_womb-tomb.jpg
http://artasiapacific.com/image_columns/0009/1905/pietro_not_in_my_backyard.jpg


Live Art Moment was a central feature of CAB 14. 

Both Sri Lankan and international performance artists 

took to the streets of Colombo. Eugene Draw played 

the violin as Eva Priyanka Wegener responded 

through movements while Adrian Schvarzstein led 

local enthusiasts through exciting routines. Here, 

veteran Sri Lankan performance artist Bandu 

Manamperi irons out the creases in his clothes in a 

state of public undress, hinting at official  

history‘s tendency to gloss over the ravages of war. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Performance artist Thomas Pritchard responds to Thor 

McIntyre-Burnie‘s heart-wrenching installation I Can Feel 

The Pain And Anger in That Mother‟s Heart and I Am 

Glad That I Feel It (2014). 

http://artasiapacific.com/image_columns/0009/1917/bandu_1.jpg
http://artasiapacific.com/image_columns/0009/1930/thor_mcintyre_burnie__1_.jpg


 

Sri Lankan Janananda Laksiri‘s video Tight Rope Walk (2012) is a remarkable take on French 

writer André Malraux‘s 1933 novel La Condition Humaine in the form of a three-and-a-half 

minute recording of the artist trying to walk across a mesh of electric wires midair. 

 

Anthony Haughey‘s monumental documentary work explores the aftermath of the conflict 

between Bosnia and Northern Ireland.  The slippages between video, reportage, found material 

and documentary photography retrieve suppressed histories while rechanneling memories back 

into the mainstream. 

http://artasiapacific.com/image_columns/0009/1933/janananda_tight_rope_walk.jpg
http://artasiapacific.com/image_columns/0009/1959/anthony_haughey.jpg


 

Sri Lanka‘s Anoli Perera materially grasps at notions of feminine time through her Memory 

Keeper: Red Cupboard (2014) in which a woman‘s hands ceaselessly perform genteel chores, 

such as polishing china and serving tea behind a lace screen which itself sits atop a bulging wave 

of fabric balls and china cups, materially transposing memory onto reality. 

The Colombo Art Biennale “Making History” runs through February 9, 2014.  

Kurchi Dasgupta is an Indian painter, writer and translator based in Nepal.  
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ARTICLE 05– KURCHI DASGUPTA  

Unraveling history at the 
Colombo Art Biennale 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



ARTICLE 06 - LINK  http://www.aestheticamagazine.com/blog/making-history-colombo-art-biennale-sri-
lanka/ 

 

 

 

 

 

Making History: Colombo Art Biennale, Sri Lanka 

Sri Lanka‘s pre-eminent platform for international dialogue in contemporary art, the Colombo 

Art Biennale (CAB14), which opens 31 January, will feature works by artists and collectives 

from 12 countries. This year‘s biennale adopts the theme Making History and explores the 

artistic adventure of the creation of history and ideas such as man‘s desire to invent the future 

and the implications of the past on the human condition. 

Painting, sculpture, photography, installation, video, audio and performances by artists from Sri 

Lanka, the South Asian region, Europe and the USA will be displayed in a showcase curated by 

the CAB14 team. Curators include Amit Kumar Jain, Chandraguptha Thenuwara, Neil Butler 

and Ruhanie Perera. In addition to the main program, CAB14 will feature Art Talks, a series of 

panel discussions, site-specific lectures and live art moments that will open spaces for dialogue, 

debate and participation. Running in conjunction with the Biennale will be a variety of cultural 

events including Colomboscope: a three day program that will explore interdisciplinary 

approaches combining literary events, debates, performing arts and music programs from Sri 

Lanka, UK and Germany. 

An educational programme for children in Colombo will also feature. The programme, supported 

by Hong Kong based Sovereign Asian Art Foundation (Art Prize) and led by 2011 SAP prize 

winning artist Pala Pothupitiye, it will help improve artistic skills and tourism awareness in the 

local community by teaching skills to create art and crafts. 

Making History: Colombo Art Biennale, Sri Lanka, 30 Jan –9 Feb 2014, Sri Lanka, 30/3 Barnes 

Place, Colombo 07. 

Credits 

1. Achala de Silva AOD CAB 2012. 

- See more at: http://www.aestheticamagazine.com/blog/making-history-colombo-art-biennale-sri-

lanka/#sthash.t3nD13q9.dpuf  

 

http://www.aestheticamagazine.com/blog/making-history-colombo-art-biennale-sri-lanka/
http://www.aestheticamagazine.com/blog/making-history-colombo-art-biennale-sri-lanka/
http://www.aestheticamagazine.com/blog/making-history-colombo-art-biennale-sri-lanka/
http://colomboartbiennale.com/
http://colomboartbiennale.com/
http://www.colomboartbiennale.com/
http://www.aestheticamagazine.com/blog/making-history-colombo-art-biennale-sri-lanka/#sthash.t3nD13q9.dpuf
http://www.aestheticamagazine.com/blog/making-history-colombo-art-biennale-sri-lanka/#sthash.t3nD13q9.dpuf


ARTICLE 07  -LINK – http://worldartguide.org/2013/12/02/sri-lanka-making-history-3rd-edition-of-the-

colombo-art-biennale-30-january-9-february-2014/ 

Sri Lanka: Making History, 3rd 
Edition of the Colombo Art Biennale 
30 January –9 February 2014 
Posted on 02/12/2013 by MIKESULLIVAN82Leave a comment 

The Colombo Art Biennale (CAB14) announces the 3rd edition of Sri Lanka‘s leading international festival of 

contemporary art with Making History. 

 

Photo credit: Achala De Silva 

 The country‘s pre-eminent platform for international dialogue in contemporary art will open to the public on the 

31st January 2014. The theme ‗Making History‘ is a provocation exploring the artistic adventure of making history. It 

enquires into the contemporary aesthetic experience, from historical, present and future points of view, to reveal a 

possible reality of making history as part of an art historical trajectory. 

Featuring works by artists and artist collectives from 12 different countries, CAB14 will showcase works of artists 

from Sri Lanka, the South Asian region as well as from Europe and the USA, bringing to the fore unique practices of 

visual arts that will include painting, sculpture, photography, installation, video, audio and performance. 

The collection of works that will be seen, will explore the theme of ‗Making History‘ with approaches such as; 

inescapable history, man‘s desire to invent the future, do we make history or does history makes us what we are 

today? And the implications of history on the human being as well as the human condition.  These and more to 

deepen our understanding of the sociocultural, aesthetic and ideological complexities of the theme. As part of the 

CAB14 programme, and drawing on the combined expertise of the CAB14 curatorial team,  artists from Sri Lanka, 

India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Britain, Scotland, Germany, Austria, Sweden, France, Qatar, Iran, Japan, US will show 

their works to explore and expand the theme. 

The CAB14 team of curators includes, Amit Kumar Jain, Chandraguptha Thenuwara, Neil Butler & Ruhanie 

Perera, with varied expertises, are working together to create an experience that will make history. 

In addition to the main program, CAB14 is partnering up with other very strong and exciting cultural events. 

 

http://worldartguide.org/2013/12/02/sri-lanka-making-history-3rd-edition-of-the-colombo-art-biennale-30-january-9-february-2014/
http://worldartguide.org/2013/12/02/sri-lanka-making-history-3rd-edition-of-the-colombo-art-biennale-30-january-9-february-2014/
http://worldartguide.org/2013/12/02/sri-lanka-making-history-3rd-edition-of-the-colombo-art-biennale-30-january-9-february-2014/
http://worldartguide.org/author/mikesullivan82/
http://worldartguide.org/author/mikesullivan82/
http://worldartguide.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/k.jpg


ARTICLE 08  - LINK http://thinking-in-practice.com/annoushka-hemmpel 

Colombo Art Biennale: Annoushka Hemmpel  

Having recently emerged from a 30 year civil war, Sri Lanka now has the space to allow the 

richness and diversity of its culture to come to the fore. Setting a new agenda for the arts in South 

East Asia, Colombo Art Biennale (CAB) provides a platform for contemporary Sri Lankan and 

international artists to explore new narratives and new possibilities. We spoke to co-founder and 

director Annoushka Hemmpel to discuss the meaning behind this year’s theme ‘Making History’, 

avoiding the art-trend bandwagon and wider ripples of change. 

- See more at:  

http://thinking-in-practice.com/annoushka-hemmpel#sthash.nu4n3fKj.dpuf 

 

 

Only One Sun Shine for All by Sujan Chitrakar  

 

 

http://thinking-in-practice.com/annoushka-hemmpel
http://thinking-in-practice.com/annoushka-hemmpel#sthash.nu4n3fKj.dpuf


CAB is now in its 3rd year and has become part of a huge culture of large art 

exhibitions and biennales that have appeared throughout Asia and Europe in the 

past decade. What led you to embark on this endeavour and what sets the Colombo 

Art Biennale apart? 

Colombo Art Biennale is not an 

endeavour that followed the popularity of 

these events, in fact CAB happened out of 

chance. We didn‘t set out to start a 

biennale, we set out to ‗do something‘ and 

it turned into one, so its very different 

from that point of view. There are very 

few galleries in Colombo, and indeed the 

whole of Sri Lanka, and what was being 

shown in the galleries was not what I was 

seeing in the artist‘s studios. I wanted to 

create a platform for the quality of art that 

I saw in the studios so that it could be 

seen by the local community at large. The 

premise of CAB was very much about 

having the chance to get my hands on a 

fantastic space and using that space to 

showcase works that wouldn‘t normally 

be seen in Sri Lanka, such as installations 

and video art as well as two dimensional works. It quickly escalated from the 

‗something bigger‘ that my co-founder and I were thinking about to us then inviting 

other members of the art community into the event and those other members then 

acting as curators and it growing into an art biennale. 

 

Second Skin (Elastic Dress II) by Anoli Perera, Shirmal Silva (Photography) and 

Dilki Perera (Art Direction) -  

See more at: 

http://thinking-in-practice.com/annoushka-hemmpel#sthash.nu4n3fKj.dpuf 

 

 

 

 

http://thinking-in-practice.com/annoushka-hemmpel#sthash.nu4n3fKj.dpuf


In what way does the context of Colombo play a 

role – both geographically and culturally? And 

how does that reveal itself in the contemporary 

Sri Lankan art world? 

Since the first biennale Colombo has really 

flourished and has become quite important as far 

as Asian cities and developing countries are 

concerned. It‘s a beautiful city but has been 

relatively isolated due to the war. Now that 

Colombo has opened up, it‘s rich culture which is 

a combination of local Signalese and Tamil along 

with colonial influences, is really starting to come 

to the surface. 

Second Skin (Elastic Dress II) (detail) by Anoli Perera, Shirmal Silva (Photography) and Dilki 

Perera (Art Direction) - See more at:  

http://thinking-in-practice.com/annoushka-hemmpel#sthash.9Sl76DZ5.dpuf 

 

For the first biennale we set the theme 

of ‗Imagining Peace‘, that was in 

February 2009 when Sri Lanka was in 

the depths and height of the civil war. 

In our little way we were reaching out 

and appealing to the artists and to the 

audience to imagine what peace could 

look like. The fact that before the 

biennale opened the end of the war 

was declared gave the theme an added 

momentum. In hindsight I can say that 

it was probably the first time that 

different artists from different 

backgrounds and schools of thought 

all came together under one roof and 

under one theme. That in itself was a 

tremendous show of peace. 

‘Ape Ammage Gama‗ (My Mother‘s Village) by Aaron Burton - See more at:  

http://thinking-in-practice.com/annoushka-hemmpel#sthash.9Sl76DZ5.dpuf 

With the second biennale we had very recently come out of the war and the theme was 

‗Becoming.‘ It was a kind of a request, a question mark, to ask the artists and the audience to 

consider how we can create what is ‗becoming‘ in Sri Lanka and how every one of us can be 

involved in its transformation. 30 years of war is a hell of a lot of war and it generates a habitual 

way of living which, unless we make a conscious decision to break, we get stuck. This year, with 

http://thinking-in-practice.com/annoushka-hemmpel#sthash.9Sl76DZ5.dpuf
http://thinking-in-practice.com/annoushka-hemmpel#sthash.9Sl76DZ5.dpuf


the theme ‗Making History‘, we‘re 

looking at Sri Lanka now within the 

frame of its past and future. We want to 

explore the importance of where we‘re 

at and what we can do as individuals to 

make a difference and to ‗make 

history‘. But also, to look at how 

history has affected us and whether 

we‘re making history or whether 

history is in fact making us. Although 

we‘re moving towards a new, 

developing Sri Lanka we are also 

remembering the importance of our 

history and what happened, and using 

those memories as tools to help us build 

a new history.      Palmyrah Mat by Pradeep Thalawatta 

One thing that we are not affected by here are the art trends that exist in more developed 

countries. Whilst we‘re exploring new mediums and new narratives we‘re not in a position 

where we need to constantly try to recreate the art world because Colombo is still very young 

and immature and raw. We‘re not really moving alongside many parts of the world, we still have 

a lot of work and a lot of processing to do which I think must be important 

We‘re looking at the biennale as an artwork in itself, we‘re far from trying to jump on the 

international Biennale bandwagon. We‘re not looking to bring in big names and creating very 

big, impressive events. We don‘t have the resources for a start, but more importantly thats not 

our mission. We work in a very non-bureaucratic way, we‘re artist and curators working together 

to make something happen that is significant and relevant to what is going on around us, and that 

keeps it very rich and relevant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Do you find that this type of site-specific cultural event refers back to, produces or frames the 

history of the site and communities’ collective memory? Is there a wider ripple of change 

happening in other regional communities? 

Definitely. I see it happening in tiers – 

look at Hong Kong which has just 

exploded and continues to do so. When 

you come down to the South Asian region 

you have the major player that is India, in 

particular Bombay and Delhi, and which 

also launched its first biennale last year in 

Cochin.Pakistan has also been blossoming, 

especially Karachi where we have a lot of 

interaction with the art world there. 

Bangladesh and Sri Lanka are quite close 

at the moment in the sense that the the 

Dhaka Art Summit are working with CAB 

and are on a similar mission. They‘re on a 

mission to raise awareness of Bangladeshi contemporary artists as is CAB for Sri Lankan artists. 

The Dhaka Art Summit is happening during the last three days of CAB and they have invited me 

to come and sit on one of their discussion panels for people within the South Asian region who 

have spearheaded cultural movements. 

The South Asian region is still small but things are happening and we‘re trying to maintain a 

contact with these different happenings and cultural institutions to work together. We‘ve had an 

amazing response from the international press for this coming biennale which is wonderful. Our 

mission is a very ambitious mission, we‘re not supported financially by local government funds 

but we make it happen in any way we can. Sometimes that can be quite intimidating, but we 

believe that an initiative like CAB is very important to the development of the country. By 

bringing artists together and bringing the community together, both local and international, CAB 

makes something happen that is relevant and will make a difference. 

- See more at: http://thinking-in-practice.com/annoushka-hemmpel#sthash.9Sl76DZ5.dpuf 
Annoushka Hemmpel was born in London and achieved her BA Honours in History of Art and Social 

Anthropology from the School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), University of London. She 

continued her love of the arts working with contemporary artists in London whilst researching for a book 

on African Art. Annoushka moved to Sri Lanka ten years ago where she set up and managed the first Art 

Gallery in Galle showcasing contemporary Sri Lankan artists. She co-founded the Colombo Art Biennale 

with Jagath Weerasinghe and directed the very first South Asian Art Biennale ‘Imagining Peace’ in 2009, 

collaborating with leading local curators, artists and art historians.  
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ARTICLE 09 - LINK http://www.skylife.com/en/2014-02/10-art-filled-days 

10 Art Filled Days  

Date: January 2014  

SRI LANKA’S PREMIER CONTEMPORARY ART EVENT, THE COLOMBO ART 

BIENNALE IS TAKING PLACE JANUARY 31 TO FEBRUARY 9.  

 

10 Art Filled Days 

―Making History‖ is the theme of the 3rd edition of the Colombo Art Biennale, which was first 

launched in 2009. Sri Lanka‘s only international art event, the biennale plays host not only to the 

country‘s leading artists but to the works of numerous successful international artists as well. 

The biennale, whose purpose is to encourage artists to produce moving, interesting and powerful 

works of art that will stick in viewers‘ minds, also includes a conversation series and 

performances as well as a variety of shows and social activities. Curators of this year‘s biennale 

are Amit Kumar Jain, Chandraguptha Thenuwara, Neil Butler and Ruhanie Perera. 

Category: Sri Lanka, 2014 February, Culture & Arts, Cityscope, Exhibition 
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ARTICLE 10 - LINK http://www.biennialfoundation.org/biennials/colombo-art-biennale-sri-lanka 

The first Art Biennale in Sri Lanka. 

The Colombo Art Biennale (CAB) is a new entrant to the Asian appearances of recurrent 

festivals of contemporary art. 

It is a modest manifestation of a biennale in terms of scale and design. 

Aim of the Colombo Art Biennale (CAB) is to promote and raise awareness of the idea of peace 

in Sri Lanka through its creative culture and to provide an interactive forum for Sri Lankan 

contemporary visual arts that will attract international attention. 

Founder and director of the Colombo Art Biennale is Annoushka Hempel. 

 

News : 

3rd Colombo Art Biennale 

Making History 

31st January – 9th February 2014 

Founder & Director: Annoushka Hempel 

International Director: Neil Butler 

International Curator: Chandraguptha 

Thenuwara  
Regional & Local Curator: Amit Kumar Jain 

Live Art Curator: Ruhanie Perera 

Annoushka Hempel, CAB‘s founding director says ―‘Making History’ is a provocation exploring the artistic 

adventure of making history. It enquires into the contemporary aesthetic experience, from historical, present 

and future points of view, to reveal a possible reality of making history as part of an art historical trajectory.  

This third edition of CAB has revealed ‘Making History’ to be a fully International Biennale. 

Artists include 25 of some of Sri Lanka‘s most exciting and recognized artists, such as Anoli 

Perera, Vimukthi Jayasundera, Pala Pothupitiye & Mahen Walter Perera. CAB will also be 

showcasing nine interesting artists from the region fromIndia, Bangladesh, Nepal & Qatar, 

including TV Santosh (India), Mahbubur Rahman(Bangladesh) & Sunil Sigdel (Nepal). The 

20 international artists are coming from the UK, Scotland, Ireland, France, Australia, Italy, 

Germany, Austria, Sweden, China, Iran, and the USA. These include Anthony Haughey 

(Ireland), Rosemarie Trockel (Germany), Pietro Ruffo (Italy)&Olivier Grossetete (France). 

http://www.biennialfoundation.org/biennials/colombo-art-biennale-sri-lanka


Making History will present a varied collection of artworks to include paintings, sculpture, 

video, installation, sound and performance at our seven different locations that include JDA 

Perera, Park Street Mews, Lakshman Kadirgamar Institute, Goethe Institute, Post-

Graduate Institute of archaeology, Lionel Wendt Galleries & Museum of Economic 

History. 

The Live Art segment of the Biennale brings into the unlikely nooks and corners of CAB 

galleries across Colombo, spilling over into the streets, moments that take on, engage with, and 

interrupt the notion of ‗liveness‘ in performance. Using movement, clown, contact improvisation 

techniques, poetry and performance art, the live art segment brings into conversation artists with 

diverse and disparate histories of practice. The Live Artists include Priyanthi Anusha (visual 

artist), Janani Cooray (performance artist), Kumari Kumaragamage (writer), Jake Oorloff 

(theatre practitioner), Venuri Perera (dance/theatre performer), Thomas Pritchard 

(theatre/dance performer), Adrian Schvarzstein (clown/circus actor) and Eva Priyanka 

Wegener (movement practitioner). 

Enhancing the CAB programme, CAB is honoured to have the British Council‘s ‗Homelands’ 

exhibition as part of the Biennale. A 21st century contemporary art story of home, away, and all 

the places in between. Curated by Latika Gupta and including well know names such as Nathan 

Coley &Mona Hatoum. One of the year‘s most anticipated exhibitions travelling around South 

Asia this year is joining CAB in Colombo. 

CAB Around Town Fringe events this year will include, Barefoot,will show a collection of 

paintings from the Gallery‘s private collection that will chronologically depict the Gallery‘s 

history .Sethu Samudram, is an art project between Theertha Artists Collective in Sri Lanka and 

1.Shanthi Road in Bangalore, consisting of drawings done by Indian and Sri Lankan artists at 

Red Dot Gallery‘s new premises.Screenings, of short award winning videos by German artists 

will be screened at the Goethe Institute. 

This year, Standard Chartered‘s Colomboscope festival is sharing the same theme as CAB 

―Making History‖.  This arts festival, now in its second edition will be presenting both local and 

international author readings, guided walks, talks, panel discussions, dance, drama and musical 

performances. These will be held historical venues to give festival goers a chance to discover and 

explore parts of Colombo rarely visited.Adopting an interdisciplinary approach to the Arts, 

Colomboscope 2014 sharing the theme of ‘Making History‘ CAB allowing  visitors to both 

events to enjoy  topics related to history and remembrance from different angles, reflected by 

various art forms. 

Photo: Courtesy Colombo Art Biennale.colomboartbiennale.com 
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3rd Colombo Art Biennale 

Making History 

30th January – 9th February 2014 

Founder & Director: Annoushka Hempel 

Co-Founder & Curator: Jagath 

Weerasinghe 

Director: Neil Butler 

Making History‘ is a provocation exploring the artistic adventure of making history. It enquires 

into the contemporary aesthetic experience, from historical, present and future points of view, to 

reveal a possible reality of making history as part of an art historical trajectory. 

Manifesto 

History is inescapable. As human beings, our bodies are inscribed with connotations that in many 

ways defy temporality, and in our modernity, refers to parallel representations of cultures, 

events, moments and emotions.  Our bodies are historically marked, while emotionally ‗present‘ 

with a desire to invent the future. Human beings‘ desire to root themselves  to a place  and space 

where identity,  communality and belonging matters to a great extent, the urge to trace historical 

trajectories to know the ‗truth‘ of the past has obsessed mankind.  Closer to home, Steven 

Kemper‘s book, The Presence of the Past: Chronicles, Politics, and Culture in Sinhala Life 

forcefullynarrates the story of ancient Pali texts that has recorded Sinhala ‗history‘ impacting the 

consciousness of Sinhala people thousands of years after their compilation in imagining not only 

the present and the past but the shape of their collective future as well. 

In the same instance,people‘s temporal distance to the historical moments of their past and the 

power of human imagination leave a large probability and possibility for invention and 

interpretation of historical fact. Thus do we make history or does history makes us what we are 

today? This is a question often asked, and an answer to this couldtake us on a deep and nuanced 

exploration of the implications of history on the human being as well as the human condition. 

The idea of ‗making‗refers tomany meanings, and when it is juxtaposed with the word ‗history,‘ 

it gives interesting implications to ponder on. One definition of making (make) is to bring into 

existence by shaping, modifying or putting together materialand the other isto cause to exist, or 

happen . Within these definitions of ‗making‘, the idea of ‗making history‘ can be construed in 

two ways. One is where the ‗present‘ is taken as the interpreter, the assembler or the presenter of 

‗past‘ while the other exposition gives the ‗present‘ as the reason for ‗past ‗to exist.  Either way, 

within both these axioms the ‗past‘ is interrogated as construction or an interpretation mediated 

by the ‗present‘ with an anticipated future. Therefore history situated within the above discussion 

is about the present as much as it is about the past. 

Some see history as a contested space where many tug-of-wars for multiple claims have been 

fought to lay claims to a subjective past for a subjective present that could define a subjective 

future.  Shrouded within academic exercises, political rhetoric and archeological investigations 

for its authenticity and endorsements, history somehow remain embedded in collective memories 

of a mega scale.History remains etched in memory within individuals and communities as 



exercises of civic consciousness and/or as nostalgia and remembrances of a past as an ‗emotional 

experience‘ recounted in a totally personal context or a performative public context.  We are all 

burdened by and bounded within a certain history which is remembered, refreshed, re-interpreted 

and re-narrated by the mediation of a memory that is individual and collective. Both imbued with 

the interpretive and reconstructive possibilities, history writers, memory keepers, interpreters and 

commentators of history, society and culture often collate their visions, hallucinations and 

interpretations of ‗truths‘ about life mythicizing parts of history through a memorializing 

process.  We construct our ‗truths‘ through selective histories and selective memories. Therefore, 

we make our own versions of history through historical interpretations that over time might well 

become part of a larger history. 

Within the discourse of visual art, artists have been unhesitating in interrogating history in the 

collective and individual memory, and often their interventions and engagements with historicity 

and remembrances have brought out narratives of resistance, voices of disquiet and foreboding 

aesthetics where the society is made not to forget. In this process, history is interpreted, 

recounted and mediated within their artistic personalities and particular intentions.  In the hands 

of artists, temporality is extended, made to suspend or warped thereby letting history lose its 

linearity of progression. Allegory and metaphors in their aesthetic exercises add layers to the 

already subjective memories and selective histories framed via multiple interpretations. Artists 

become memory keepers, narrators and documenters of an interpretive history which is ciphered 

through an aesthetic and conceptual veneer to be read and reread as art. 

Anoli Perera 
16 August 2013, New Delhi 

colomboartbiennale.com info@colomboartbiennale.com 
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ARTICLE 11- LINK http://www.uzarts.com/colombo-art-biennale-2014 

UZ Arts 

UZ Arts Director Neil Butler has once again been invited to work alongside founding Director 

Annoushka Hempel at the forthcoming Colombo Art Biennale (CAB) in 2014. He will be 

supporting the international development of the festival. 

"Making History" will be the third biennale to be presented in Colombo, Sri Lanka, from 31
st
 

January to 9
th

 February 

2014. The Biennale‘s 

theme, ‗Making History‘, is 

a provocation exploring the 

artistic adventure of making 

history. It enquires into the 

contemporary aesthetic 

experience, from historical, 

present and future points of 

view, to reveal a possible 

reality of making history as 

part of an art historical 

trajectory. 

Images from CAB 2012. Photo: Hashitha Liyanage 

Anoli Perera, from the CAB 2014 Artistic Advisory Board, says, 

“History is inescapable. As human beings, our bodies are inscribed with connotations that in 

many ways defy temporality, and in our modernity, refers to parallel representations of cultures, 

events, moments and emotions. Our bodies are historically marked, while emotionally „present‟ 

with a desire to invent the future. Do we make history or does history makes us what we are 

today? This is a question often asked, and an answer to this could take us on a deep and nuanced 

exploration of the implications of history on the human being as well as the human condition.” 

Artists for CAB 2014 include many of Sri Lanka‘s most recognized established and emerging 

artists, as well as artists from China, USA, Britain, Italy, Austria, Scotland, France, Sweden, 

India, Bangladesh, Nepal, Qatar and Iran, all of whom will be presenting works working towards 

the this year‘s theme ‗Making History‘. 

CAB is already the largest contemporary art event in Sri Lanka and aims to become a significant 

hub for visual arts in the South Asia region. 
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Colombo Art Biennale 

Sri Lanka  

 

Authentic: Oversubscribed Cartography of Pala Pothupitiye (detail), at this year's Colombo Art 

Biennale (Photo: Susanne Altmann) 

 

"UNDER THE BEAUTIFUL FINISH IT COOKS" 

Almost unnoticed by the global art industry matured in Southeast Asia zoom another Biennale: In the 

capital of Sri Lanka won the third edition of the Colombo Art Biennale.} 

 

// SUSANNE ALTMANN, COLOMBO 

In scope and ambition of this event is far from the most well-known large-scale projects - not 

only because of the small island nation located in the outskirts of our perception in the shadow of 

India. 

The scene here is more than manageable, barely developed, the interest in contemporary art, and 

only less than five years ended in the country with at least 20 million inhabitants, is one of the 

bloodiest civil wars in the region. Since 1983, played on the idyllic island incomprehensible 

massacre between the separatist Tamil commands from the north and from the government army, 

which ended only in 2009 and a deeply traumatized population left behind. The road to peace is 

long and flanked by tough government measures, the tragen.ssmmsmsmsmsm quite totalitarian 

features 

http://www.art-magazin.de/kunst/69284/colombo_art_biennale_sri_lanka


 

In the garb of deceptive serenity presents Pradeep 

Thalawattas photo work "Roadscape", 2012, detail. The 

artist addresses the reckless road after the civil war in 

Sri Lanka (photo: Susanne Altmann) 

 

 

Installation view of Pradeep Thalawattas panoramic photo 

"Road Cape" on the Colombo Biennale (Photo: Colombo Art 

Biennale 2014) 

 

 

 

 

   The grief over the loss of memories formed Anoli Perera with 

her video cabinet object "Memory Keeper: Red Cupboard", 

2014 (Photo: Susanne Altmann) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surprising performance art of Bandu Manamperi: When "Iron 

Man" he put his board in front of government buildings in the 

capital and smoothed out there publicly, shirtless, his shirts. 

Installation view Colombo Art Biennale (Photo: Susanne 

Altmann) 



 

 

Annoushka Hempel, director and founder of the 

Biennale: "I am particularly proud of the local artist For 

them, the event was intended primarily as a long-lost 

opportunity to exchange ideas...‖ (Photo: Susanne 

Altmann) 

 

 

 

Nina Mangalanayagam, from the series "The Folds", 2008 (© Nina 

Mangalanayagam) 

 

 

 

 

 

 Installation view of Nina Mangalanayagams photo series 

"The Folds", 2008 Colombo Art Biennale 2014 (Photo: 

Colombo Art Biennale 2014)  

 

 

 

 

 

Radhika Hettiarachchi and Shanika Perera: "Herstory 

Archives". The work documents the experiences of villagers 

in northern Sri Lanka, which are determined since 1983 by 

violence, loss and poverty (Photo: Susanne Altmann) 



Mahbubur Rahman's "Replacement", 2014, Yinka 

Shonibare greets  

(Photo: Susanne Altmann) 

 

 

 

 

 

T V Santhosh: "Effgies of Turbulent Yesterdays", 2011-13 

(Photo: Susanne Altmann) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Speakers", installation of Thor McIntyre-Burnie 

(Photo: Susanne Altmann  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appearance of the German-British performance 

collective "Gob Squad" on the "Colombo Scope" 

 

 



Ironing in front of government buildings 

Public discussions about the cruel past are hardly desirable. In this respect, the 

topic that prescribed the Biennale - maker, a very bold move , " Making History " 

is the motto under which they invited over 50 artists. In most of the works shown 

here, it is really about the consequences of violence and war to the heavy return to 

everyday life and to the ethnic, religious and ideological trenches that invisible run 

through the country. Light fare is not. "Under the beautiful surface it cooks ," says 

Annoushka Hempel, gallery owner in Colombo and director and founder of the 

Biennale. " I am particularly proud of the local artist . For them, the event was 

intended primarily as a long-lost opportunity to exchange ideas . " In fact, it was 

particularly the work of the Sri Lankans themselves, which gave the whole soul 

and substance - even though at least half of the creatives came from abroad : 

Sweden, Khatar , China, Italy , Scotland. Even an excellent Rosemarie Trockel 

exhibition was of economic history can be seen in the local museum . In the 

bustling metropolis , the well-choreographed show was almost a little too 

professional and elegant, air-conditioned oasis. 

 

The focus of the event , however, was on the immediate region : So put the 

Bangladeshi Mahbubur Rahman and famous Indians like TVSantosh or Rakhi 

Peswani on large material and technical effort , often in the style of Western values 

such as Ernesto Neto , and remained with these kinds of mimicry in random. Far 

less obvious and technically mature, but this authentic work of many resident 

artists here came along . So Pala Pothupitiye oversubscribed geographical maps of 

his troubled country politically colored drawings. He comes from a traditional 

family of dancers and mask manufacturers and applies these techniques in his 

imaginative , delicate cartography with a . Equally surprising , the performance 

documentation of his colleague and compatriot Bandu Manamperi : When "Iron 

Man" he put his board in front of government buildings in the capital and 

smoothed out there publicly , shirtless , his shirts . Almost every resident can 

understand and be understood by superficial perfection this symbolism of the 

forced Abbügelns of unpleasant memories. 



In the garb of deceptive serenity also Pradeep Thalawattas Photo Panorama 

"Roadscape" came along, in which the artist staged in a bizarre shirt in the 

middle of road works. These roads were after the Civil War without regard to 

losses path like north towards Tamil area, built - settlements, huts, old Temple 

and shrines were replaced by this measure. Like a sad clown shows 

Thalawatta as regional history is simply erased. The grief over the loss of 

memories is also Anoli Perera with her video cabinet object "Memory Keeper" 

from where textile handicrafts and used pour tea cups from a cupboard. 

 
The unexpected serendipity 

Such work, in which regional history, perhaps combine folklore with serious 

content, accounted for the strength of this exhibition. It covered critical mission 

and political message sometimes the artistic form, such as. Documents in the 

interview by Radhika Hettiarachchi In their "Her story Archives" who studied 

communication studies draws on the experiences of villagers in the north, which 

are determined since 1983 by violence, loss and poverty. Art is not likely, but still 

a moving testimony Sri Lankan present that is currently not yet be separated from 

history. orbit of this national dilemma, also moved the same time held a literature 

and theater festival " Colombo Scope" , initiated by the resident British, French 

and German cultural institutions. With countless hugely well-attended readings, 

clever presentations and exceptional performances at no less 's unusual venues " 

Colombo Scope" and the Biennale succeeded shoulder to shoulder something that 

must have felt many locals as a sigh of relief : the making of cultural normalcy 

with a generous pinch of cosmopolitanism . And beleibe not all contributions were 

of discursive political Ernst getragen.Ein absolute highlight was the two-day 

appearance of the German -British Performancekollekives " Gob Sqad " in the 

scraped " Rio Cinema" in the slave Iceland district . Along a fixed choreography , 

an elaborate schedule and shaky hand-held cameras fathomed the four protagonists 

of the neighborhood and the results showed their communication , one-hour 

excursions directly afterwards a delight local audiences. Accustomed skillfully 

balancing on the thin line between theater and artistic performance , took " Gob 

Sqad " the dilemma associated reister artists in exotic parts of the world on the 

grain : "No one needs us here , but we want the ändern.Wir install a superhero for 

Colombo, the which . assumes local problems. " The fact that the hero fails due 

course as the inhabitants of the district do not need help, nor may they talk about 

their problems . Nevertheless, it comes every night to the wonderful , unpredictable 

scenes and Begegnungen.Der untranslatable English term " Serendipity " , the 



unexpected serendipity , here directed it . This is not surprising , but the word 

comes directly from the ancient name of the Kingdom of Sri Lanka from , that of " 

Serendib " . 

For the Biennale, "Colombo Scope" and their visitors seemed "Serendipity" 

experiences to the program to include - despite or because of the traumatic 

backgrounds on site. 

 

On the subject on www.art-magazin.de:  
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"UNDER THE BEAUTIFUL FINISH IT COOKS" 

Almost unnoticed by the global art industry matured in Southeast Asia zoom another Biennale: In the 

capital of Sri Lanka won the third edition of the Colombo Art Biennale. 

/ / SUSANNE Altmann, COLOMBO 
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Colombo Art Biennale 

Colombo: 30 January – 9 February 2014. The Colombo Art Biennale announces the 3rd 

edition of Sri Lanka‘s leading international festival of contemporary art with ‗Making History‘. 

Artists include 25 of some of Sri Lanka‘s most exciting and recognized artists, such as Anoli 

Perera, Vimukthi Jayasundera, Pala Pothupitiye & Mahen Walter Perera. CAB will also be 

showcasing nine interesting artists from the region from India, Bangladesh, Nepal & Qatar, 

including TV Santosh (India), Mahbubur Rahman(Bangladesh) and Sunil Sigdel (Nepal). The 20 

international artists are coming from the UK, Scotland, Ireland, France, Australia, Italy, 

Germany, Austria, Sweden, China, Iran, and the USA. These include Anthony Haughey 

(Ireland), Rosemarie Trockel (Germany), Pietro Ruffo (Italy) and Olivier Grossetete (France). 

Image: Andrew Jay Weir & Christto Sanz 02 Untitled Lambda Print, 70x50cm, 2013. 

Making History will present a varied 

collection of artworks to include paintings, 

sculpture, video, installation, sound and 

performance at our seven different 

locations that include JDA Perera, Park 

Street Mews, Lakshman Kadirgamar 

Institute, Goethe Institute, Post-Graduate 

Institute of archaeology, Lionel Wendt 

Galleries & Museum of Economic 

History. 

The Live Art segment of the Biennale 

brings into the unlikely nooks and corners 

of CAB galleries across Colombo, spilling 

over into the streets, moments that take on, 

engage with, and interrupt the notion of 

‗liveness‘ in performance. Using 

movement, clown, contact improvisation 

techniques, poetry and performance art, 

the live art segment brings into 

conversation artists with diverse and 

disparate histories of practice. The Live 

Artists include Priyanthi Anusha (visual 

artist), Janani Cooray (performance artist), 

Kumari Kumaragamage (writer), Jake 

Oorloff (theatre practitioner), Venuri Perera (dance/theatre performer), Thomas Pritchard 

(theatre/dance performer), Adrian Schvarzstein (clown/circus actor) and Eva Priyanka Wegener 

(movement practitioner). 

Enhancing the CAB programme, CAB is honoured to have the British Council‘s ‗Homelands‘ 

exhibition as part of the Biennale. A 21st century contemporary art story of home, away, and all 

http://artupdate.com/en/colombo-art-biennale-2014/
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the places in between. Curated by Latika Gupta and including well know names such as Nathan 

Coley & Mona Hatoum. One of the year‘s most anticipated exhibitions travelling around South 

Asia this year is joining CAB in Colombo. 

CAB Around Town Fringe events this year will include, Barefoot, showing a collection of 

paintings from the Gallery‘s private collection that will chronologically depict the Gallery‘s 

history .Sethu Samudram, is an art project between Theertha Artists Collective in Sri Lanka and 

1.Shanthi Road in Bangalore, consisting of drawings done by Indian and Sri Lankan artists at 

Red Dot Gallery‘s new premises .Screenings, of short award winning videos by German artists 

will be screened at the Goethe Institute. 

This year, Standard Chartered‘s Colomboscope festival is sharing the same theme as CAB 

―Making History‖. This arts festival, now in its second edition will be presenting both local and 

international author readings, guided walks, talks, panel discussions, dance, drama and musical 

performances. These will be held historical venues to give festivalgoers a chance to discover and 

explore parts of Colombo rarely visited. Adopting an interdisciplinary approach to the Arts, 

Colomboscope 2014 sharing the theme of ‘Making History‘ CAB allowing visitors to both 

events to enjoy topics related to history and remembrance from different angles, reflected by 

various art forms. 

The programme has free and ticketed only events (Rs 500), with concessions for educational 

institute students. Tickets will be available from the Biennale Box Office from 31st January:-

Goethe Institut,  39 Gregory‘s Road, Colombo 7; Tel: +94 11 269 4562. 

  

W: colomboartbiennale.com 
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The Colombo Art Biennale (CAB14), Sri Lanka‘s biggest international festival of contemporary 

art, has announced its third edition which will open to the public on January 31, 2014 until 

February 9, 2014. Titled ―Making History,‖ and curated by Amit Kumar Jain, Chandraguptha 

Thenuwara, Neil Butler, and Ruhanie Perera, the upcoming edition has defined itself as a 

provocation exploring the artistic adventure of making history. ―It enquires into the 

contemporary aesthetic experience, from historical, present, and future points of view, to reveal a 

possible reality of making history as part of an art historical trajectory,‖ says the press release  

Painting, sculpture, photography, installation, video, audio and performance art by artists and 

artist collectives from 12 countries will be showcased at the biennale, with a focus on those from 

the South Asian region as well as from Europe and the USA. ―The collection of works that will 

be seen will explore the theme of ‗Making History‘ with approaches such as; inescapable history, 

man‘s desire to invent the future, do we make history or does history make us what we are 

today? And the implications of history on the human being as well as the human condition,‖ the 

press release informs. 
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Alongside the main nine-day program, CAB14 boasts a bevy of cultural events being held in 

association with a range of partners. Among these is Colomboscope, which will launch its 

second edition and function as a three-day platform for literary events, debates, performing arts, 

and music from Sri Lanka and Germany, and is being supported by Goethe Institut, the British 

Council, and Standard Chartered Bank. The acclaimed traveling exhibition ―Homelands,‖ 

curated by Latika Gupta and supported by the British Council, will also make a stop at Colombo. 

An extensive exhibition by German artist Rosemarie Trockel will also be held as part of a series 

of monographic exhibitions from the Institut for Foreign Cultural Relations. 

Google, too, has come on board as a partner, and 

will collaborate with CAB14 to set up mobile 

applications, live streams, Google hangouts and 

other interactive digital artworks. The ―Art 

Talks‖ series that was launched at CAB 2012 

will be continued in the upcoming edition and 

will engage with the theme of ―making history,‖ 

opening up spaces for dialogue, debate, 

participation, and contest, through the more 

conventional curatorial walks and panel 

discussions, while introducing intimate 

conversations, site-specific lectures, and live art 

moments at the various venues. 

The biennale will also be represented internationally in December at China Art Projects, Hong 

Kong, at the second edition of the Dhaka Art Summit in February 2014, and at the Brunei 

Gallery in London in October 2014. 

For more information, visit the CAB14 website.  

- See more at:  

http://in.blouinartinfo.com/news/story/989196/colombo-art-biennale-announces-its-third-

edition#sthash.stMLoJQ0.dpuf 
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The 3rd Colombo Art Biennale from January 31 to February 9 

centers around `Making History` 

 

The Colombo Art Biennale, is delighted to announce the 3rd edition of Sri Lanka‘s leading international festival of 

contemporary art with ‗Making History‘. 

‗Making History‘ is a provocation exploring the artistic adventure of making history. It enquires into the 

contemporary aesthetic experience, from historical, present and future points of view, to reveal a possible reality of 

making history as part of an art historical trajectory. 

Anoli Perera says ―History is inescapable. As 

human beings, our bodies are inscribed with 

connotations that in many ways defy 

temporality, and in our modernity, refers to 

parallel representations of cultures, events, 

moments and emotions. Our bodies are 

historically marked, while emotionally 

‗present‘ with a desire to invent the future. 

Do we make history or does history makes us what we are today? This is a question often asked, and an answer to 

this could take us on a deep and nuanced exploration of the implications of history on the human being as well as the 

human condition.‖ 

Artists for CAB 2014 include many of Sri Lanka‘s most recognized established and emerging artists, as well as 

artists from China, USA, Britain, Italy, Austria, Scotland, France, Sweden, India, Bangladesh, Nepal, Qatar and Iran, 

all of whom will be presenting works working towards the this year‘s theme ‗Making History‘. The main program of 

‗Making History‘ CAB 2014 is curated by a curatorial team that includes Amit Jain Kumar, Ruhanie Perera, Neil 

Butler & Chandraguptha Thenuwara.  The team have selected over 50 artists from 15 different countries who will be 

following theme of ‗Making History‘ : Sri Lanka | India | Bangladesh | Nepal | Qatar | Iran | China | USA | Britain | 

Scotland | Germany | France | Austria | Italy | Sweden.  The works will be shown across six different venues in 

central Colombo, and 50% of the artistic participants are from Sri Lanka. CAB14 will be displaying various forms 

of contemporary visual art, and this edition for the first time, will also be showcasing Sound Art as well as Live Art. 

CAB 14 will also host several Fringe Events, Educational Programmes and Conversations. 

The CAB14 exhibitions will run from 31st Jan – 9th Feb and will be free entry. 

Venue:     Colombo Art Biennale 

Address:  Multiple Venues      

Contact:+94774282067  
Website:  www.colomboartbiennale.com 

Opening Hours:For timings visit CAB 14 website 
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Making History: Colombo Art Biennale 

by Kurchi Dasgupta 

The third edition of the Colombo Art Biennale (CAB 14), ―Making History,‖ opened on the 

balmy afternoon of January 30. Spread across seven venues, filled with thought-provoking 

sculptures, photographs, texts, installations, drawings, videos, performances and paintings, the 

works of 59 artists from 16 countries explore art‘s relation to history. War, power, gender and 

violence are recurring themes that weave the exhibits together—not surprising given the host 

country‘s recent war-torn history. In a way, this biennale seems a conclusive remark to its 

previous iterations, including the 2009 ― Imagining Peace‖ and 2012 ―Becoming.‖ ―Making 

History‖ can be praised for its well thought-out curatorial strategy. It takes you across the scenic 

city of Colombo into the classical architecture of colonial buildings and reinvigorated 

warehouses in one breath. Exciting artworks abound, frequently breaking into performance and 

sidewalk improvisations. 

All photos by Kurchi Dasgupta for ArtAsiaPacific. 
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Tuesday, February 4, 2014 

Fwd: Prajjwal Choudhury @ Colombo Art Biennale | 31st January - 9th February 2014  

 

 

 

MAKING HISTORY 

31st January - 9th February 2014  

Colombo, Sri Lanka 
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PIETRO RUFFO: 3rd Colombo Art Biennale 

JANUARY 2014 

Colombo, Sri Lanka 

The Colombo's Art Biennale, Sri Lanka's leading international festival of 

contemporary art, announces is third edition with Making History. The title is a 

provocation exploring the artistic adventure of making history. It enquires into the 

contemporary aesthetic experience, from historical, present and future points of view, 

to reveal a possible reality of making history as part of an art historical trajectory. Artists for CAB 2014 include 

many of Sri Lanka's most recognized established and emerging artists, as well as artists from China, USA, Britain, 

Italy, Austria, Scotland, France, Sweden, India, Bangladesh, Nepal, Qatar and Iran. 
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A crown made with toy soldiers is seen during the ―Colombo Art Biennale 2014″ in Colombo 

January 30, 2014. The festival will be held from January 31 to February 9. REUTERS/Dinuka 

Liyanawatte (SRI LANKA – Tags: SOCIETY) ORG XMIT: COL01 
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Sri Lanka rejects "reckless" US criticism of 

its rights record 

 
A crown made with toy soldiers is seen during the "Colombo Art Biennale 2014" in Colombo January 30, 

2014. REUTERS/Dinuka Liyanawatte 

* Sri Lanka irked by U.S. plan to table UN rights resolution 

* Colombo rejects suggestions of religious intolerance 

By Shihar Aneez and Ranga Sirilal 

COLOMBO, Feb 2 (Reuters) - Sri Lanka rejected U.S. criticism of its human rights record as "grossly 

disproportionate" on Sunday, a day after a senior U.S. official said Washington would table a U.N. resolution 

against Colombo. 

Assistant Secretary of State Nisha Biswal expressed frustration on Saturday over Sri Lanka's failure to punish 

military personnel responsible for atrocities in a civil war that the government won in 2009 against separatist Tamil 

rebels. 

Biswal, speaking in Colombo after a two-day visit, said the United States would table a third U.N. human rights 

resolution against Sri Lanka in March to address the war crimes allegations as its human rights climate has been 

worsening. 

"The (U.S.) claims... are unsubstantiated. Reckless and irresponsible statements without evidence have been 

recoursed to in order to create an impact to give way to prejudged action," Sri Lanka's External Affairs Ministry said 

in a statement. 

In her criticism, Biswal also referred to attacks on mosques and churches on the island and said some Sri Lankans 

felt unable to practise their faith "freely and without fear". 

Sri Lanka's majority Sinhalese are largely Buddhist and its ethnic Tamil minority is mainly Hindu. The country also 

has small Christian and Muslim minorities. 

http://www.trust.org/item/20140202193326-pkbcf


"POLITICALLY MOTIVATED" 

The ministry said claims of religious intolerance were based on an attempt to present isolated incidents as 

commonplace. 

"Attributing blame to the government is totally unwarranted. While legal action has been taken with regard to some 

incidents, others have been settled amicably. Therefore, the criticism is grossly disproportionate and politically 

motivated," it said. 

President Mahinda Rajapaksa's government, which finally crushed the 26-year rebellion by the Liberation Tigers of 

Tamil Eelam (LTTE) in 2009, has rejected calls for an international inquiry, saying these were aimed at pleasing a 

large Tamil diaspora living in Western countries. 

Senior U.S. officials declined to say what would be in the planned UN resolution, but U.S. embassy officials said it 

may repeat the call for an international investigation in Sri Lanka. 

The External Affairs Ministry said that, as a sovereign democratic state, Sri Lanka "does not wish to be dictated to 

by others in the international community". 

A top Sri Lankan official said in Washington last week that an international inquiry into war crimes would bring 

"chaos" and insisted that the government's national reconciliation process must be given several more years to work. 

British Prime Minister David Cameron has said he would push for an international inquiry into war crimes 

allegations if Sri Lanka does not conduct its own probe by March. 

A U.N. panel has said around 40,000 mainly Tamil civilians died in the final few months of the war. Both sides 

committed atrocities, but army shelling killed most victims, it concluded. 

Tamil Tiger rebels, known for their use of child soldiers and suicide bombings, battled government forces from 

1983. 

(Writing by Shihar Aneez; Editing by Gareth Jones) 

We welcome comments that advance the story through relevant opinion, anecdotes, links and data. If 
you see a comment that you believe is irrelevant or inappropriate, you can flag it to our editors by using 
the report abuse links. Views expressed in the comments do not represent those of the Thomson 
Reuters Foundation. For more information see our Acceptable Use Policy. 
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"Invisible Walls" - residencies in Kosovo 

Invisible Walls – A « success story » 

Founded in 2003, Teatri ODA is an independent art organization based in Pristina, Kosovo, led by Florent Mehmeti 

and Lirak Çelaj. ODA is involved in producing contemporary theatre, defining cultural policy development, 

promoting arts in education and hosting a number of visiting events in different artistic disciplines. Since 2011, 

ODA has been an associate partner of IN SITU and intends to support the development of art in public space in 

Kosovo. 

 

In November 2011, for the ―Writing side by side‖ seminar in Graz (Austria), Florent and Lirak decided to present a 

new project directed by the latter: Invisible Walls. The experience proved fruitful as the network decided to support 

the development phase of the project within the framework of the ―European Abroad programme‖, a component of 

the META project. 

 

Invisible Walls is about the social and political barriers that prevent movement and sometimes even communication. 

Invisible Walls is something to dream of and escape to, but it is also a place from which we need to escape. It 

explores situations where individuals are not allowed a home. It is about how freedom of choice comes at a cost. 

These questions are especially relevant in Kosovo, a country affected by 10 years of war, where having a place to 

which one belongs is still a burning issue. Created by Teatri ODA, Invisible Walls combines installation, theatre and 

performance in public space.  

 

In December 2011, the network agreed to support two creation and development residences with a view to 

organising workshops for local artists and performers led by experienced European artists aimed at developing the 

specific skills required when working in public space.  

 

Those two residences, lasting two and three weeks respectively, took place in May and October 2012 in Pristina. 

Florent and Lirak invited two European artists suggested by the IN SITU co-organisers: 

-    Jonathan Beedell assisted by Philippa Heynes, suggested by Neil Butler from UZ Arts (Glasgow, United 

Kingdom). They assisted Lirak in directing the actors in a specific outdoor environment.  

http://www.in-situ.info/en/actions/meta-2011-2016/11/27


   -    Henry Jesionka, suggested by Werner Schrempf from La Strada (Graz, Austria). Henry worked on the video 

and set design of the piece.  

 

Through discussions on artistic matters, this project has helped nurture the relationship between Teatri ODA and the 

other IN SITU partners. Furthermore, it has provided a great opportunity to support the development of an outdoor 

performance in Kosovo – a country where the complex comprehension of public space does not always allow artists 

and civilians to take possession of it. Finally, this project has facilitated a very fruitful collaboration between artists 

from different backgrounds and different countries, bringing them closer and closer. 

 

Still under development, Invisible walls continues its story in the Netherlands where the Oerol Festival has decided 

to give the show the chance to benefit from a new residence on the Island of Terschelling during the 2013 festival. 

 

 

Sura Medura - residencies in Sri Lanka 

Sura Medura - Europeans in the Indian Ocean 

Sura Medura is an international artists' residence centre in Hikkaduwa, South West Sri Lanka, which has been 

operated since 2011 by UZ Arts, one of the co-organisers of the IN SITU network. Selected artists are offered 

mentorship and an opportunity to meet their peers in the Sri Lankan arts community. The residency programme 

supports artists from all disciplines whose work can be enhanced by being in Sri Lanka. As Sura Medura maintains 

close contacts with the local population and the national artistic communities, selected artists are encouraged to 

present their approaches at the beginning of their stay and the fruit of their residency at the end. 

 

Through the IN SITU 2006-2009 project, the IN SITU network has already supported 6 artists' residences in Sri 

Lanka in the former Chandrasevana Creation centre: Dries Verhoeven (NL), Sebastien Pleuse (DE), Theatre Fragile 

(DE), Graeme Gilmour (GB), Ian Smith (GB) and Gavin Lockhart (GB). 

 

In order to explore this collaboration process to the full, IN SITU has decided to send a number of European artists 

to the Sura Medura centre as part of the ―European Abroad‖ programme within the framework of META 2011-

2016. The aim is to stimulate new work and develop projects in a non-European cultural context. Furthermore, the 

works developed there are scheduled to be presented at the Colombo Art Biennale in February 2014. 

So far, four European artists have been put forward by the network to travel to Sri Lanka:  

   -    Christian Eisenberger (AT) - February 2012. 

Christian designed a life-sized elephant made from cardboard boxes, with real elephant dung behind it and a little 

golden Buddha on top. 

   -    Boukje Schweigman (NL) – February 2014 

   -    Asbjørn Skou (DK) – February 2014 

   -    Zweintopf (AT) – February 2014 
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Conversations at the Colombo Art Biennale!  

The Colombo Art Biennale Talks 2014, programmed by Ruhanie Perera, features a line-up Conversations,  curated 

walks,arty afternoons,and lectures that engage with and creatively explore the theme of ‗making history,‘ opening 

up spaces for dialogue, debate, participation and contest. Come prepared for ten exciting days of curated walks and 

panel discussions, while also exploring the more intimate tête-à-têtes and site-specific lectures – all located at the 

CAB hub – the Goethe-Institut, Colombo (unless otherwise indicated in the case of special venues and site-specific 

work). 

The Conversation Series will run through the Biennale as an evolving conversation with many strands, while being 

rooted in the narratives engendered in the Biennale‘s artistic content. The panel of curators, artists, academics, 

critics and members of the public will all contribute to the many different perspectives of approaching the larger 

conceptual framing of ‗making history.‘ The Conversations will run through six major panels – The „C‟ Word: 

Defining Curating Practice (moderated by Annoushka Hempel); Regional Histories, Regional Art Perspectives 

(moderated by Vijay K. Nagaraj); Memory and Archive (moderated by Jake Oorloff); Practice: The Performance 

Art Continuum (moderated by Ruhanie Perera); Art as Politics, Art as Resistance (Moderated by Sunila Galappatti) 

– culminating in a people‘s conversation People, Patronage, Perspectives (moderated by Smriti Daniel). 

The ARTY AFTERNOONS programme (free event) is an opportunity for interaction and discussion with 

participating artists, primarily geared for (but not limited to) art students and the practicing artist community. The 

programme includes Tristan Al-Haddad (USA) presenting ‗Between Material & Immaterial Worlds‘; Pietro Ruffo 

(Italy) will discuss ‗Questions concerning the nature of Freedom‘; Poornima and Chinthaka Thenuwara (Sri Lanka) 

will present ‗Who in the world am I?‘ tracing changing perspectives in an art practice as emerging artists; explore 

the place of technology in art with Gihan Karunaratne (Sri Lanka); and finally, join Anthony Haughey (Ireland) in a 

discussion on ‗The ―Art‖ of Identity Politics‘. 

  

CURATED WALKS through the exhibition venues will be led by Amit Kumar Jain (making history), Neil Butler 

(making history), Latika Gupta (homelands), Ulli Groetz (Rosemarie Trockel) and Rohan de Soysa (The Sapumal 

Collection). Informal conversations will feature curators and artists in dialogue – Latika Gupta and Anthony 

Haughey (on Homelands), Jake Oorloff and T. V. Santhosh (on Interpreting Turbulent Yesterdays) and Amit Kumar 

Jain and Khalifa al Obaidly (on Unwritten Histories). And finally, Renate Kant will present a special lecture both 

relevant and significant for an art context on the conservation of paintings, which will be followed by a film on art 

restoration. 

  

Ruhanie Perera said on the CAB Talks Programme:“While allowing for contemplation on the process of history 

making approaching history as memory, as imagined, as interpreted, as lived, as scar, investigating how history 

speaks for and through our many truths – as individuals and as a collective – the programme, in its design, will 

consider a community‟s engagement with art, playing with the relationship between the artwork and the potential 

„spect-actor.‟ We are excited to have such a diverse group of artists, curators, filmmakers, dancers, theatre 

practitioners, scholars and writers participating in the programme. And, we‟re really looking forward to an 

informative and lively programme of events.” 
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Exhibition Detail  

Group Show  

3rd Colombo Art Biennale: Making History  

Curated by: Neil Butler, Amit Kumar Jain, Ruhanie Perera, Chandraguptha Thenuwara  

Colombo Art Biennale  

30/3 Barnes Place 

Colombo 07 

Sri Lanka  

 
 

January 31st - February 9th  
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3rd Colombo Art Biennale: Making History 

31 jan - 9 februari 2014, Colombo, Sri Lanka 

Evenemang  • 2013-12-18 17:30 CET  

Tid: 2014-01-31 - 2014-02-10  

Plats: Colombo Sri Lanka  

Den tredje Colombo Art Biennale arrangeras 31 jan - 9 februari 2014 i Colombo, Sri Lanka.  

"Annoushka Hempel, founding director of the Colombo Art Biennale, announces the 3rd edition 

of Sri Lanka‘s leading international festival of contemporary art with Making History. ‗Making 

History‘ is a provocation exploring the artistic adventure of making history" 

Hemsida: http://colomboartbiennale.com 
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A tour in Asia. Between the third Biennial of Sri Lanka and India Art Fair in New Delhi, there is 

also a little 'of Italy 

published Friday, January 24, 2014 

 

About fairs and biennials , that's the beginning of the new year continues the international tour of the art . That lands 

contingently , from next week, both in Colombo, capital of Sri Lanka , and India , where he made his debut in Delhi 

, the sixth edition of India Art Fair. 

" Making History " is the title of the third biennial of the island, where for the first time you take an international 

flight , where the parterre is certainly a local majority , but also where you look (with 20 foreign shareholding ) art 

of the United Kingdom, France, Australia, Austria, China, the United States but also in Germany , with the 

participation of Rosemarie Trockel and, unbelievable , also of Italy , represented by Pietro Ruffo and then Mona 

Hatoum and Nathan Coley . 

Curated by Latika Gupta , the biennial is organized in collaboration with the British Council , and this year the 

festival will embrace the Standard Chartered Colomboscope sharing the same theme of "making history." 

Now in its second edition, the Festival presents a majority of performance events , from dance to theater at 

conferences, in a number of areas rarely visited by Columbus , to approach even in this case the history and memory 

from different angles , following the shapes more various art . 

A few thousand miles north, in New Delhi , on the other hand will try to repeat the record of what is now confirmed 

as the leading art fair in South Asia, in partnership with Yes Bank and the promise of something to add to the more 

than 400 thousand people have visited it since its first edition . This year, 91 galleries in the scene , half Indian and 

half international , with a focus on 24 and only show the first time for a section that could be a new flagship for the 

Western Fairs : the relationship between student and Master. "Back to the Future" in Indian sauce , and open to 

experimentation not overly original . But we are still at a fair. 
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Installation view of Pradeep Thalawattas panoramic photo "Road Cape" on the Colombo Biennale 
(Photo: Colombo Art Biennale 2014) 
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Colombo Art Biennale 

 
 

These Are Not White Flags 

Written by Gunvanthi Balram | Updated: March 11, 2012 at 3:19 am  

The recent Colombo Art Biennale 2012,―Becoming‖,was a natural progression from the impulse 

that had driven the first-ever biennale of contemporary art in Sri Lanka. 
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Photos of the day from around the world: January 30 

 

 
Photo: Dinuka Liyanawatte/Reuters / Published: 01/30/2014 2:52:39 
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Sri Lanka rejects "reckless" US criticism of 

its rights record 

 
A crown made with toy soldiers is seen during the "Colombo Art Biennale 2014" in Colombo January 30, 

2014. REUTERS/Dinuka Liyanawatte 

* Sri Lanka irked by U.S. plan to table UN rights resolution 

* Colombo rejects suggestions of religious intolerance 

By Shihar Aneez and Ranga Sirilal 

COLOMBO, Feb 2 (Reuters) - Sri Lanka rejected U.S. criticism of its human rights record as 

"grossly disproportionate" on Sunday, a day after a senior U.S. official said Washington would 

table a U.N. resolution against Colombo. 

Assistant Secretary of State Nisha Biswal expressed frustration on Saturday over Sri Lanka's 

failure to punish military personnel responsible for atrocities in a civil war that the government 

won in 2009 against separatist Tamil rebels. 

Biswal, speaking in Colombo after a two-day visit, said the United States would table a third 

U.N. human rights resolution against Sri Lanka in March to address the war crimes allegations as 

its human rights climate has been worsening. 

http://www.trust.org/item/20140202193326-pkbcf


"The (U.S.) claims... are unsubstantiated. Reckless and irresponsible statements without evidence 

have been recoursed to in order to create an impact to give way to prejudged action," Sri Lanka's 

External Affairs Ministry said in a statement. 

In her criticism, Biswal also referred to attacks on mosques and churches on the island and said 

some Sri Lankans felt unable to practise their faith "freely and without fear". 

Sri Lanka's majority Sinhalese are largely Buddhist and its ethnic Tamil minority is mainly 

Hindu. The country also has small Christian and Muslim minorities. 

"POLITICALLY MOTIVATED" 

The ministry said claims of religious intolerance were based on an attempt to present isolated 

incidents as commonplace. 

"Attributing blame to the government is totally unwarranted. While legal action has been taken 

with regard to some incidents, others have been settled amicably. Therefore, the criticism is 

grossly disproportionate and politically motivated," it said. 

President Mahinda Rajapaksa's government, which finally crushed the 26-year rebellion by the 

Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) in 2009, has rejected calls for an international inquiry, 

saying these were aimed at pleasing a large Tamil diaspora living in Western countries. 

Senior U.S. officials declined to say what would be in the planned UN resolution, but U.S. 

embassy officials said it may repeat the call for an international investigation in Sri Lanka. 

The External Affairs Ministry said that, as a sovereign democratic state, Sri Lanka "does not 

wish to be dictated to by others in the international community". 

A top Sri Lankan official said in Washington last week that an international inquiry into war 

crimes would bring "chaos" and insisted that the government's national reconciliation process 

must be given several more years to work. 

British Prime Minister David Cameron has said he would push for an international inquiry into 

war crimes allegations if Sri Lanka does not conduct its own probe by March. 

A U.N. panel has said around 40,000 mainly Tamil civilians died in the final few months of the 

war. Both sides committed atrocities, but army shelling killed most victims, it concluded. 

Tamil Tiger rebels, known for their use of child soldiers and suicide bombings, battled 

government forces from 1983. 

(Writing by Shihar Aneez; Editing by Gareth Jones) 
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3rd Colombo Art Biennale: Making History 31 Jan - 9 

February 2014, Colombo, Sri Lanka 

Evenemang  2013-12-18 17:30 CET  

Time: 2014-01-31 - 2014-02-10  

Location: Colombo Sri Lanka  

The third Colombo Art Biennale held 31 January - 9 Februarys 2014 in Colombo, Sri Lanka.  

"Annoushka Hempel, founding director of the Colombo Art Biennale, announces the 3rd edition 

of Sri Lanka's leading international festival of contemporary art with Making History.‘Making 

History' is a provocation exploring the artistic adventure of making history" 

Homepage: http://colomboartbiennale.com 
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Interview: Annoushka Hempel on the Colombo Art Biennale 
Posted on February 28, 2014 

Annoushka Hempel is the founder and Director of 

the Colombo Art Biennale. She was born in 

London where she attended the School of Oriental 

and African Studies (SOAS), University of London 

where she studied History of Art and Social 

Anthropology. Annoushka moved to Sri Lanka 

with her family nearly ten years ago when she set 

up and managed the first Art Gallery in Galle 

showcasing contemporary Sri Lankan artists.  

                    Mahbubur Rahman, Colombo Art Biennale 2014 

Subsequently, she founded the Colombo Art Biennale with Jagath Weerasinghe and directed the very first 

South Asian Art Biennale ‘Imagining Peace’ in 2009, collaborating with leading local curators, artists and 

art historians. ‘Imagining Peace’ successfully showcased the works of both established and emerging Sri 

Lankan artists alongside international artists, provoking the notion of artists as catalysts of change. 

 

Anita Sharma:  The Colombo Art Biennial was founded in 2009 and launched with the first exhibition 

of “Imagining Peace”. What was the impetus for 

starting the organization? 

Annoushka Hempel: The organization did not start out 

as anything as ambitious as an Art Biennale. It came 

from a wish to do “something bigger” than the regular 

small gallery exhibitions that were happening in 

Colombo.  Something that would both give artists the 

opportunity to produce and show work beyond a 

conventional/traditional gallery’s         Colombo Art Biennale 2014 
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subjective/commercial requirements and also to provide a window for the local community onto the 

artistic talent of local artists.  In essence CAB’s mission from the start was to create a platform from 

which this could be seen, to raise awareness as well as encourage artists to create expansive works 

under a given theme. 

 

AS: CAB 2014 features a diverse group of international and South Asian artists. How are these artists 

chosen to participate in CAB? 

AH: CAB14 has a curatorial team consisting of 4 curators.  CAB14 

appointed Amit Kumar Jain to select and curate the South Asian 

artists as well as select the local artists.  Neil Butler and Chandragutha 

Thenuwara were both responsible for the curation of the 

international artists.  Ruhanie Perera has been the curator for the 

local and international Live Artists.  

 

 

 

 

AS: Can you talk about the highlights of the several exhibitions that are on view at various location 

throught Colombo? 

AH: Our main exhibition venue is JDA Perera gallery with 

works by 28 artists.  This exhibition includes works by Pala 

Pothupitiye (SL) , Mahbubur Rahman (Bangladesh), Pietro 

Ruffo (Italy), Anthoney Haughey (UK).  Colombo does not 

have many dedicated exhibition spaces, but it does have 

beautiful architechure and CAB has used wonderful colonial 

building as exhibition spaces, including the Lakshman 

Kadirgamar Institute where CAB14 curators have displayed 

book art on the verandahs and land Art in the gardens. The 

Post Graduate Institute of Archeology, the Goethe Institut and 

the Museum of Economic History are also beautiful old 

colonial buildings.  CAB also always uses the wonderful Park 

Street Mews warehouses.  So the venues are highlights of the 

Biennale.  

Olivier Grossetete from France has been working with local students in preparation to invite the 

public to help build the people‘s tower in a public space. A project Olivier has been doing at 

various international locations that has been a huge hit and a wonderful community art project. 



A major highlight for this particular edition has been the 

Live Art component which has been happening almost on 

a daily basis ranging from movement artists and 

musicians responding to the artworks to interactive street 

art performances. This has also been a refreshing 

public/community art project. 

 

 

AS: How does Sri Lanka fit into the larger art dialogue taking place in the South Asian region right 
now? 

AH: For some time now when referring to the South Asian 

region in the context of contemporary art, Sri Lanka has tended 

to be left off the map, so to speak.  It is significant that the India 

Art Fair, the Colombo Art Biennale, the Dhaka Art Summit and 

the Chennai Art Fair are all happening around the same time, 

with visitors travelling from one to the other, which in turn gives 

the visitor an insight into the narrative of the current South Asian 

contemporary art world. 

CAB14 has already attracted a large amount of attention from 

international art institutions and art press.  The Biennale is 

generating interest in Sri Lanka and its recent history through its 

artistic representations 

CAB12 included artists from India, Nepal, Bangladesh & 

Pakistan.  CAB14 has also done this through our Art Talks 

programme has also included some of these regional participants 

in the dialogue of discussions surround the theme of ‗Making History‘ from regional and 

international points of view as well as Sri Lanka. 

AS: As Sri Lanka’s  own visual arts trajectory continues to grow and diversify, in many ways it is 
making its own history. Are there efforts to document the existence of its visual arts histories? 

AH: Certainly through essays that have been written 

and published in the ‗Making History‘ 

catalogue.  Anoli Perera‘s concept note for the Theme, 

Anoli‘s essay ‗From Art of Resistance to Art tp Art of 

Today and Suresh Jayaram‘s (CAB12 Curator) essay 

on CAB12 ‗A Biennale between war and 

reconciliation‘ are all included in the catalogue. 

There are several local and international art writers 



visiting the Biennale and writing about it. We plan to publish all of these on our website 

 

AS: The theme of Making history for CAB 2014  asks important questions of how history has shaped 
the possibilities for the present and the future, as well as the role of determinism in a larger sense. 
How do you see these themes provoking the current discussions in Contemporary Sri Lankan art? 

AH: The theme is a provocation inviting the artists to address 
and the viewer to consider past ,present and future histories 
and, moreover, to be personally involved in the 
making/shaping of our own histories following the last 30 
years of conflict.  The theme and the artworks produced 
under this theme continue to be an expression to our very 
changing current history that will shape the future 

 

AS:  How does the CAB situate itself in the larger context of biennales and large-scale art shows that 
are becoming popular in Asia? 

AH: Although the Colombo is an international Art Biennale in the sense that it is hosting a significant 
number of international artists (50%), CAB does not follow the international art Biennale model.  CAB is 
not about the big international names. CAB remains a Sri Lanka Biennale, showcasing and encouraging 
Sri Lankan artists to work in a relevant and expansive manner in their approach to their 
artworks.  Working at an international standard.  50% of CAB artists are therefore Sri Lankan and CAB 
intends to maintain this approach in future editions. 
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The Best New Artists from Sri Lanka: Looking Back at 

the Colombo Art Biennale 2014 

Making History, the third edition of Colombo's Art Biennale (CAB14), opened on 30 

January 2014 at the Lakshman Kadirgamar Institute in Colombo. Lisa Pollman of 

ArtRadar looks at the most exciting new artists from Sri Lanka who participated in 

the biennale, once again setting a benchmark for contemporary art in the region. 

    
Janananda Laksiri, from the video Tight Rope Walk, 2012. Image courtesy of the Colombo Biennale 

The Colombo Art Biennale is a very young one. Its first edition, Imagining Peace, was launched 

by Annoushka Hempel and Jagath Weerasinghe just as the tiny island's twenty-five year civil 

war was coming to a close in 2009, and was designed to show the world that artists from both 

sides of the war could collectively work together. By the second and third editions, regional and 

international artists were joining the programme. At this year's third edition, twenty-five local 

artists participated alongside twenty-nine artists hailing from countries as diverse as Bangladesh, 

China, India, Iran, Nepal and Qatar, as well as artists from Europe and the United States. 

Although the Biennale featured a range of excellent work, these emerging Sri Lankan artists are 

ones to watch: 
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Bandu Manamperi 

 

Manamperi holds the distinction of being one of the first performance artists in Sri Lanka. He has a BFA 

in Sculpture (although he works with a variety of mediums) and is one of the original members of 

Colombo's Theertha Artists' Collective. In addition, he lectures and consults on a variety of topics 

including contemporary art, museology and local craft traditions. 

 

Bandu Manamperi, Photo performance, Archival print on paper, 91.44x60.96 cm, 2014, Photographed by 

Danushka Marasinghe | Image courtesy of Colombo Art Biennale and the artist 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chinthaka Thenuwara  

 

Thenuwara, a professional photographer, is a core member of the Collective of Contemporary Artists 

(CoCA) and has exhibited his work in Asia, Europe and the Middle East. Thenuwara is one of the 

photographers credited with changing the approach to photography in Sri Lanka. 

 

Chinthaka Thenuwara, Gray scale, 3D interactive sculpture (metal and rubber), 155x66x122 cm, 2014 | 

Image courtesy of Colombo Art Biennale and the artist 

 

 



Danushka Marasinghe  

 

Video Artist Danushka Marasinghe received training from the University of Visual and Performing Arts in 

Colombo and the Digital Film Academy of the Sri Lanka Foundation Institute. The filmmaker is interested 

in exploring modern society, through socio-political issues and the modern manifestations of privacy (or 

lack thereof). 

 

Danushka Marasinghe, Conceal of Marks, Full HD video, 04.08 min Video Loop, 2012 | Image courtesy of 

Colombo Art Biennale and the artist 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Gihan Karunaratne 

 

A RIBA-chartered architect by trade, Karunaratne takes a detailed look at seemingly commonplace 

movements or activities through mapping. Movement, socio-economic patterns and political conditions 

are revealed through the compilation of data. 

 

Gihan Karunaratne, Ghost, A private eye called Blue, trained by Brown, who is investigating a man 

named Black on Orange Street for a client named White. Blue writes written reports to White who in turn 

pays him for his work. Blue becomes frustrated and loses himself as he becomes immersed in the life of 

Black. Ghost: Paul Benjamin Auster, 2012, Google GPS digitally generated map on giclee print, 841 x 

594mm. Image courtesy the artist and the Colombo Art Biennale 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Lakisha Fernando 

 

Fernando, a founding member of International Fireflies Artists network, explores the aspect of 

‘intimacy,’ as relayed through women's experiences with a variety of materials and elements. Of 

particular interest are women's traditional handiwork, including needlework, embroidery and lace-

making. 

 

Lakisha Fernando, Memorizing History, Public participatory artwork with postcard booth, Variable 

dimensions, 2014 | Image courtesy of Colombo Art Biennale and the artist 

 

 

 

 



Liz Fernando 

 

A graduate from the LCC BA Photography programme at the University of the Arts, London, Liz Fernando 

explores the roles that identity, history and memory have on non-Western cultures, specifically South 

Asian. Liz's work has been shown at the Tate Modern in London and her acclaimed work Trimcomalee-

My father's stories and lost photographs has been purchased by the World Bank's Washington D.C. 

branch. 

 

Liz Fernando, Trincomalee - My father’s story and the lost photographs, Digital photographs, 21x24 cm 

(77 pages), 2012 | Image courtesy of Colombo Art Biennale and the artist 

 

 

 



Manori Jayasinghe 

 

Manori Jayasinghe uses her background as a jewellery designer to employ intricate pieces, such as 

safety pins and buttons, to delve into modern societal issues, for example the role gender plays in 

contemporary life. 

 

Manori Jayasinghe, Coronation, Mixed media, 38x33 cm, 2010 | Image courtesy of Colombo Art Biennale 

and the artist 

 

 



Poornima Jayasinghe 

 

Poornima Jayasinghe is especially interested in looking into whether photographers, through technical 

means, can achieve the same level of creative freedom as that of a painter and seeks to understand the 

‘power of photography.’ Poornima is currently the Head of Art at the British School in Colombo. 

 

Poornima Jayasinghe, Towards A Bright Future (SubaAnagathayak), Digital print / interactive art, site-

specific, variable dimensions | Image courtesy of Colombo Art Biennale and the artist 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Pradeep Chandrasiri 

 

Chandrasiri, a core member of the Theertha Artists Collective, has designed award-winning theatre sets, 

exhibited both in Sri Lanka and abroad and currently lectures on set design. He belongs to a group of 

artists identified with the 90's Trend, a local art movement influenced by contemporary art practice and 

social context. 

 

Pradeep Chandrasiri © Lisa Pollman 

For the biennale's latest edition, a team of four curators was formed with Amit Kumar Jain, 

Chandraguptha Thenuwara, Neil Butler and Ruhanie Perera bringing a wealth of local, regional 

and international experience. In addition to expositions featuring visual artists working in 

practically every imaginable medium, a 'Live Art' component was added to the already bustling 

daily programme of conversations, curated walks, lectures and panel discussions, spread 

throughout the city in seven locations.  

Alongside CAB14 were two significant exhibitions, including the British Council's Homelands, 

curated by Latika Gupta, and an exhibition of German artist Rosemarie Trockel, sponsored by 

the Goethe Institut and the Institute of Foreign Cultural Relations (IFA) CAB14's Around Town 

fringe events round out the offerings at Barefoot Gallery and Red Dot Gallery.  

CAB14 opened on 30 January and ran through 9 February 2014. Participating venues included 

the Goethe Institute, JDA Perera, Laksman Kadirgamar Institute, Lionel Wendt Galleries, the 

Museum of Economic History, Park Street Mews and the Post Graduate Institute of Archaeology 

(PGIAR). 

 

By Lisa Pollma 
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Contact: 

Colombo Art Biennale (Pvt) Ltd  

30/3 Barnes Place 

Colombo 7 Sri Lanka 

T: +94 112 67 5517 

 

info@colomboartbiennale.com  

colomboartbiennale.com 

artaholicblog.com 
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